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We present a 3D printed complex wide-angle multi-
element Hypergon micro-objective composed of 
aspherical lenses with dimensions below 1 mm and 
exhibiting distortion free imaging performance. The 
objective is fabricated by a multi-step femtosecond two-
photon lithography process. A novel approach using 
shadow evaporation to create highly non-transparent 
aperture stops, which are crucial components in many 
optical systems, is applied to realize the design. We 
achieve a field-of-view (FOV) of 70°, at a resolution of 
12.4 μm, and distortion free imaging over the entire FOV. 
In the future, such objectives can be directly printed onto 
CMOS imaging chips to produce extremely compact, high 
quality image sensors to yield for example integrated 
sensor devices for industry. © 2020 Optical Society of 
America 

Compact non-distortive wide-angle objectives are highly 
desirable for state-of-the-art technologies such as robotics or self-
driving cars. However, fabrication of such optics by classical 
manufacturing processes remains challenging and expensive. In 
recent years, femtosecond two-photon 3D printing has emerged as 
the technique of choice to produce high-performance imaging 
optics at a very small scale (< 500 μm) [1–9]. This versatile 
manufacturing approach has been shown to be a highly promising 
tool for both the fabrication of single micro-optical components like 
lenses [10–12], phase plates [13–19], or waveguides [20–24], as 
well as complex micro-optical systems, like multi-lens 
objectives [1,4,13] or even entire scanning-probe microscopes [25]. 
Since it is an additive manufacturing process, 3D printing enables 
the straightforward fabrication of free-form surfaces [26–30], 
giving  it a tremendous advantage over classical lens grinding 
methods. So far, one drawback of 3D printed imaging optics is that 
their material is limited to transparent UV curable photoresists. The 
lack of light blocking features, such as lens tubes or apertures 
inevitably leads to a loss of imaging quality. For example, wide-angle 
objectives (objective lenses with an angular FOV of at least 55°) 
produce substantial geometric image distortion unless it is 
specifically corrected for in the optical design. In order to do so, the 

integration of an absorptive aperture stop between two lens 
elements is essential [31]. Recently, Toulouse et al. have presented 
a method to create non-transparent components in micro-optics 
based on superfine inkjet printing [32]. While this is a very 
promising approach towards more complex micro-optical systems, 
apertures created by this technique cannot be realized in every 
optical design, as they require sufficient space to integrate the ink 
mold. Additionally, precise control of the ink film thickness is 
challenging and as a result, structures created this way are typically 
still slightly transparent. In this work, we propose a novel method 
to create thinner, completely non-transparent aperture stops based 
on shadow evaporation. With this fabrication method, we build a 
multi-element 3D printed wide-angle micro-objective offering 
nearly distortion free imaging performance. 

We use the ultra-wide angle objective Hypergon (Optische 
Anstalt C. P. Goerz) [33] as a basis for our wide-angle micro-
objective design. This photographic objective is composed of two 
strongly curved meniscus lenses, which are symmetrically 
arranged around an aperture. It is specifically designed to yield an 
astigmatically corrected and distortion free image over a large FOV 
(135°). In order to make the design suitable for 3D printing, several 
adaptations have to be made. Most notably, the curvature of the two 
meniscus lenses has to be reduced substantially to avoid them from 
sagging during or after the printing process. The spacing between 
components has to be increased to ensure unexposed, liquid 
photoresist can be washed out and the shape accuracy of the optical 
surfaces does not suffer due to the proximity effect [34]. 
Additionally, the optical properties of the lens material have to be 
adjusted to those of the utilized photoresist IP-S 
(𝑛588 𝑛𝑚  =  1.5067, 𝜈𝑑 =  46.16) [35]. Finally, since 3D printing 
techniques can produce them without any additional cost, we use 
aspheric surfaces in our simulations to correct spherical 
aberrations. In the original design, these were neglected, in favor of 
correcting astigmatism and image distortion while maintaining the 
large FOV, moreover at that time manufacturing and testing of 
aspheres was not common. We use the optical design software 
ZEMAX, to generate an aberration corrected, distortion free micro-
objective design with a FOV of 60° meeting all of the above 
requirements. In addition to the image distortion, coma, 
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astigmatism and spherical aberrations were corrected. This design, 
as depicted in Fig. 1, consists of lenses with a diameter of 344 μm 
and creates an image at a distance of 781 μm behind the front lens 
vertex (f = 605 μm). The surface shapes of the lenses are exported 
to the computer-aided design (CAD) software SolidWorks where 
supporting structures (shown in Fig. 2) are added to adjoin the 
different parts. Including these structures, the maximum diameter 
of the objective is 780 μm, resulting in a total volume below 1 mm3. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Optical design of wide-angle (FOV 60°) multi-lens Hypergon 
micro-objective suitable for 3D printing acquired from sequential ray 
tracing with an effective focal length (distance from rear principal plane 
to imaging plane) of 605 μm and an f-number of 8.  

The micro-objective is fabricated from IP-S photoresist onto a 
glass substrate via a multi-step femtosecond two-photon 3D 
printing process using a Photonic Professional GT (Nanoscribe 
GmbH) and a 25x/NA0.8 microscope objective in dip-in 
configuration. This machine uses a femtosecond (≈ 100 fs) pulsed 
laser beam (λ = 780 μm) at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The beam is 
scanned in XY-direction by galvanometric mirrors at a scanning 
speed of 50,000 μm/s. More details on the fabrication technique can 
be found in the method section of ref. [1]. The total writing time for 
a full wide-angle micro-objective is about 7 h.  The entire fabrication 
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the first step, the bottom lens and a 
circular plate that will later serve as the aperture stop are printed 
(see Fig. 2(a)). The top of the plate has a small sacrificial cap 
corresponding to the transparent part of the aperture attached to it. 
This cap can be removed with the aid of the predetermined 
breaking points highlighted in Fig. 2(a). Cross-shaped alignment 
markers are also added to the top of the plate. After development, a 
200 nm thick layer of silver (Ag) is deposited on top of the structure 
using e-gun evaporation (Fig. 2(b)). As it is shadowed by the small 
cap, the inner part of the plate remains free of Ag and thus 
transparent.  We then remove the cap to create the aperture stop, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2(c). This is done by carefully shearing it off with a 
thin needle mounted onto a manual xyz-stage under a microscope. 
Afterwards, the top lens of the objective is printed directly onto the 
Ag film using the cross shaped markers for alignment (Fig. 2(d)). 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Fabrication process of multi-element wide-angle Hypergon 
micro-objective illustrated by CAD models (left) and microscope images 
(right). (a) Bottom part of objective containing the first lens and a 
circular plate with a removable cap is 3D printed. The inset shows 
predetermined breaking points of the cap. Scale bar: 200 μm (b) A 
200  nm thick Ag film is evaporated on top. Since the removable cap 
shadows part of the circular plate, this creates a metal aperture stop. 
(c) The cap is removed at its predetermined breaking points. (d) Top 
part of the objective containing the second lens is 3D printed onto the 
aperture plate. (e) Ag film is chemically oxidized using a patination fluid 
to reduce its reflectivity. 

In order to decrease the high reflectivity of the aperture, which 
might lead to undesired stray light and ghost images, we oxidize the 
Ag using a commercially available patination fluid (Pariser Oxid 
Edeloxid, Horst zu Jeddeloh GmbH), as depicted in Fig. 2(e). 
Patination is a process during which a metallic object develops a 
thin layer of oxidized metal on its surface. In the case of Ag, a layer 
of silver sulfide (Ag2S), which has a dark gray to black appearance 
(see Fig. 2(e)) and a significantly reduced reflectivity (≈ 30%) [36] 



in the visible spectral range compared to Ag (≈ 98%) [37] can be 
formed. The patination fluid is diluted with ethanol (99.9%, Sigma-
Aldrich) at a 1:3 ratio (patination fluid : ethanol) and drop-coated 
onto the micro-objective with a manual pipette, where it is left for 
40 sec.  Dilution is necessary as using the pure fluid results in 
damage of the Ag film, rendering it partially transparent even after 
very short application times of just a few seconds. Afterwards, the 
sample is thoroughly flushed with ethanol to stop the reaction and 
wash off any leftover patination fluid from the micro-objective.  The 
oxidized aperture stop (without the lens printed on top for better 
illustration) is shown in Fig. 3(a). Transmission illumination is used 
in this image to highlight the large optical contrast between the 
transparent and the non-transparent parts of the aperture. This 
demonstrates that when using our patination method, the opacity 
of the Ag film is not compromised. 

 

 

Fig. 3.  (a) Microscope image of oxidized aperture taken with 
transmission illumination, indicating its precise positioning and high 
opacity. Scale bar: 100 μm (b) Image of a USAF 1951 resolution test 
target in the imaging plane of the wide-angle objective. 

To characterize the imaging properties of our micro-objective, 
images are recorded with a Nikon DS-Ri2 camera through a 20x 
(NA = 0.45) microscope objective using white light transmission 
illumination from a halogen lamp. Fig. 3(b) displays the 
performance of the finished wide-angle micro-objective by imaging 
a USAF 1951 test target chart. The image exhibits a high optical 
contrast that cannot be achieved with conventional, all-transparent 
3D printed micro-optics. From this image, we determine the FOV of 
the objective to be 70°, even exceeding the designed 60°. To quantify 
the distortion, we replace the USAF 1951 test chart with a 
rectangular grid and record its depicted image at a distance of 
50 mm. By relating the actual distance from the center of the image 
to the four outer corners of the imaged grid (AD) with the predicted 
distance of the undistorted grid (PD) we calculate a maximum 

image distortion (% 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐴𝐷−𝑃𝐷

𝑃𝐷
∗ 100%) of ≈ 1% 

which is practically considered to be distortion free imaging  [31]. 
Finally, the USAF 1951 test chart is imaged again at a very short 
distance (2 mm) to assess the maximum resolution of the objective. 
As one can see in Fig. 4(b), the horizontal and vertical bars in 
element 3 of group 5 of the test chart are still clearly visible, 
corresponding to a resolution of 40.3 lp/mm or 12.4 μm. We should 
mention here that it was possible to fabricate a similar design with 
60° FOV and an image distortion of about 3%, which gave a 
resolution of about 4 µm. 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Image of a rectangular grid with an undistorted grid 
superimposed as dashed lines. Lateral image distortion is less than 1%. 
(b) Groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the USAF 1951 resolution test target. The 
inset depicts that elements 3 of group 5 are still resolvable, which is 
equivalent to a resolution of 12.4 μm. 

In conclusion, we successfully fabricated a complex wide-angle 
(FOV 70°) micro-objective exhibiting high imaging contrast and 
distortion free imaging performance (≈ 1%) with a resolution of 
12.4 μm using femtosecond 3D laser printing. To produce this 
design, we implemented a novel approach to fabricate highly non-
transparent apertures in 3D printed micro-optical systems, based 
on shadow evaporation of Ag. We demonstrated that the obtained 
Ag film could be oxidized using a commercially available patination 
fluid to yield a less reflective layer that serves well as an aperture 
stop. In the future, such high-performing wide-angle micro-
objectives can be used to produce ultra-compact, highly integrated 
image sensors for industry applications. 
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